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SUMMARY.
Available in this number:

1) The Billboard Golden Hits Songs sampler
2) Underground Elit from Turkey
3) Underground Capitol from Turkey
4) Animals german test-pressing

~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~

1) THE BILLBOARD GOLDEN HITS SONGS.
   (by Stefano Tarquini)

It's a rare promo sampler from Taiwan, it includes the Floyd's cut
"Another Brick in the Wall pt. II", and some other bands, like 
Blondie, Billy Joel, Christopher Cross, Jimmy Ruffin, Dr. Hook,
Ray Goodman & Brown (in the Side A), Boney M, Michael Jackson, The
Whispers, The Brothers Johnson, Pink Floyd, Kenny Rogers (Side B).
Here are the details.

Country: Taiwan
Company: TSHAUNHANG RECORDS
Catalog number: TP-2040
Cover.
front: photo blue cover with a special coloured photo of The Van Halen
(but they are not in the album!), in the upper shows the red logo of
the company Tshaunhang Records (on the left), and below is the text
"STEREO", the catalog number "TP-2040" and some chinese text, in the
right side is the "40" great number, title in the centre in red 
letters (in english and chinese), in the bottom shows the 
tracklisting.
back: white cover with lyrics in english and chinese, in the bottom
shows the red Tshaunhang Records logo with "STEREO" and the catalog
number, in the right shows some credits in chinese.
Label: special blue label, by Tshaunhang Records, silver text, the 
company logo is in the upper, below is the title, in the centre shows
the text "STEREO" and "SIDE-1", in the right "STEREO" in chinese and
the catalog number "TP-2040-A", tracklisting in the bottom, the text 
in the edge is in chinese language
Matrix numbers: TP-2040-A \ TP-2040-B (written).

~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~

2) UNDERGROUND.
   (by Ferhat Yetis)

It's a special turkish sampler issued in 1975 only in Turkey by Elit
Records, includes songs by Them, Chocolate, Watchband, Jake Holms, 
Kim Fowley and Pink Floyd ("See Emily Play" and "A Saucerful of
Secrets". It's different than the USA issue.

Country: Turchia 
Company:  ELIT RECORDS
Catalog number:  EM 6501  
Cover.
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front: original cover (like the USA release), with the "PINK FLOYD" 
text in the bottom in white letters and below "UNDERGROUND" (in black
letters), in the upper left shows the Elit logo and "STEREO", in the
upper right is the catalog number. 
back: blue cover, all blue, title in the upper and below is the 
tracklisting (in white letters).
Label: yellow Elit label, in the upper shows the Elit logo, the
title "PINK FLOYD   UNDERGROUND", the catalog number "EM 6501 A"
is in the right centre, in the left centre is "STEREO", in the bottom
shows the tracklisting.

~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~

3) UNDERGROUND.
   (by Ferhat Yetis)

It's another turkish sampler, like the USA issue, but from 1969 by
Capitol Records, it includes songs like Pink Floyd ("See Emily Play" 
and "A Saucerful of Secrets"), Jake Holmes ("Genuine Imitation
Life" and "Leaves Nevere Break"), Them ("Waltz of the Flies" and
"Square Room"), Chocolate Watch band ("Gone & Passes by" and "I 
Don't Need No Doctor") and Kim Fowley ("Love Is Alive and Well"
and "War Game").

Country: Turchia
Company: EMI-CAPITOL RECORDS
Catalog number: ST-5168 
Cover.
front: the same cover as the USA release, two thin laminated papers,
the motif is the same of the USA release (a draw by Chouinaro), in
the upper shows "STEREO" and the oval Capitol logo with a white 
background, title in red letters in the centre, above are the
band's names.
back: white cover, in the upper shows the title and the band's names
in red letters, in the right upper shows the catalog number "ST-5168",
in the left upper shows the oval EMI logo with "S T E R E O", at the 
centre are the tracklisting in two sides, in the bottom are the
series titles with the text "DIGER YEDI STEREO "CAPITOL LP" 181" in
red letters, and the credits in turkish language.
Label: green Capitol label, with black-silver text, in the upper is
the word "Capitol" and his logo, with title and band's names, at the
centre shows "STEREO" and the additional number on the left, the 
catalog number, "33 1/3" and "Side 1" on the right, in the bottom
shows the tracklisting, the text in the edge is in white letters.

~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~·~

4) Animals
   (by Olaf Reh)

It's a rare german test-pressing, from EMI-HARVEST RECORDS
1C 062-98 434.
Cover: it is the same cover as the original issue, gatefold.
Inner: white, in the upper right is the text "Muster  zu Ihrer
Information" (blue letters).
Label: white promo label, it shows the text "Unverkäufliche 
Musterplatte" on the left, "Seite 1" on the right, only in the side 
A shows in the bottom a white sticker with "064 98434", the text
in the edge is in the bottom and says "DER VERKAUF DER PLATTE WIRD 
WEGEN VERLETZUNG  ST33  DES URHEBERRECHTS STRAFRECHTLICH VERFOLGT", 
Matrix numbers: 98434-A-0  \  98434-B-0 (written). 

~·~·~·~·~·~ End of The Lunatics newsletter ~·~·~·~·~·~

«THE LUNATICS DISCLAIMER»
The Lunatics Club is the first virtual collectors project.
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The Lunatics Club is Copyright © by Stefano Tarquini and is completely
free.
It was founded to trade news about the vinyl and CD collections and 
for the purpose of documenting the history of the details of vinyls. 
The contents of the newsletter are strictly free and non-commercial. 
The newsletter must be considered as an archive, which contents are 
reserved to the members and the author. 
The subscription and the unsubscription of the Lunatics Club is made 
by sending a simple mail to mr.pinky@libero.it. 
All the text of the newsletter is updated by Stefano Tarquini and is 
completely free. 
The adds and the news in the newsletter are controlled with care by 
the author as the quality comes from the collectors experience. 
The mail contents and addresses are also controlled by the author by  
international privacy rules. 

Copyright © «The Lunatics Club» Reserved - email to: 
mr.pinky@libero.it
"The Mr.Pinky Discography", http://digilander.libero.it/mrpinky
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